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Editorial Support Software

David Lawrence
Scientific Editor,
Linköping University Electronic Press

LiU E-Press
• Founded in 1996
• First electronic journal published in 1997
• In 2004, became an independent unit
within LiU library, with own Board of
Directors

LiU E-Press
• Current publishing figures:
– ~350 Ph.D. theses,
– ~120 Licentiate,
– ~3500 undergraduate reports,
– 19 conference proceedings,
– 16 report series,
– 2 databases
– 6 open access journals (3 active).
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The People Involved
• Editor-in-Chief
• (Associate Editors, Copy Editors, Layout
Editors, Proofreaders)
• Administrators
• Reviewers
• Authors

Running a Journal(?)
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-MS required major revisions. Was returned to the author 07/06/20
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- sent for publishing 07/10/17

Editorial Support Systems
• Software that assists with the editorial
process:
– keeping track of articles,
– warning for overdue activity,
– organizing documents,
– facilitating communication.

Open Source Support Systems,
Examples
•
•
•
•
•

Open Journal Systems, Simon Fraser Uni
JARSS, Linköping University
ePublishing Toolkit
HyperJournal
GapWorks, German Academic Publishers
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